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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a novel method to classify 

machine printed Chinese characters by using p-skeleton 
features. In our approach, the p-skeletons of characters 
are extracted first instead of those skeletons extracted 
from the thinning algorithm. Next, the features of 
p-skeletons are encoded into two code strings. Last, the 
edit-distance algorithm is employed to compute the 
similarity between two characters based on their 
corresponding encoded strings. The main contribution 
of this paper is to classify multi-fonts Chinese 
characters using single-font reference database. 
Experiments were conducted on 5401 daily-used 
Chinese characters of various fonts and sizes. 
Experimental results demonstrate the validity and 
efficiency of our proposed approach. 

1.Introduction 
The recognition of Chinese characters has been 

admitted as a difficult problem. The reasons are listed as 
follows. First, the number of Chinese characters set is 
very huge. This generates the reference database of huge 
size and leads to a time-consuming recognition process 
[1,2,3,4]. Second, the structure of Chinese characters is 
more complex than that of English alphabets or numbers. 
It will increase the complexity of feature extraction 
process. It also increases the database size and the 
processing time. Third, the font types of Chinese 
characters are very rich. The recognition performance on 
the characters of various fonts decreases rapidly by 
merely using the reference database of a single specified 
font. To remedy this problem, many OCR systems 

utilize the pre-filtering techniques to detect the font 
types of characters. These approaches must build many 
reference databases for the characters with various font 
types in advance. The use of simple features to 
efficiently classify the characters is the main aim of our 
work.  

In many optical character recognition systems, 
character skeletons play very crucial roles in both the 
syntactic and statistical approached. Skeleton extracted 
by using the thinning algorithm is a well-known 
approach to obtain the features of skeletons in feature 
extraction process [8]. However, the aforementioned 
skeletonization process often results in many unwanted 
effects, such as spurious branches, the splitting of 4-fork 
point and so on. Moreover, it is a time-consuming 
process[9,10]. In this paper, we propose an effective 
approach base on the contours of characters called 
pseudo skeletons, or p-skeletons. All features of 
characters can be extracted from the p-skeletons to 
classify the Chinese characters. 

Our proposed approach consists of three modules, 
including p-skeleton generation, code string generation, 
and matching modules, as shown in Fig. 1. The rest of 
this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we 
present the extracting technique to extract the 
p-skeletons from which the code strings are generated. 
The edit-distance algorithm to calculate the similarity 
between two code strings is described in section 3. 
Experimental results are demonstrated in section 4 to 
verify the validity of the proposed approach. Finally, 
concluding remarks are given in section 5. 
2.Feature extraction 

In the feature extraction process, p-skeleton 
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generation, projection of p-skeleton, and code string 
encoding, are executed to obtain the features of character. 
There are three advantages in the proposed feature 
extraction process. First, the normalization process on 
the character images is needless. Second, the p-skeletons 
of characters will replace the thinning skeletons. Hence, 
the thinning step of characters is also ignored to save the 
execution time in the preprocessing. Finally, the 2-D 
image features are transformed to two 1-D code string 
features. We can easily measure the similarity between 
two Chinese characters by these code strings in the 
classification process. 

In the followings contexts the steps to extract the 
features embedded in the character images will be 
stated. 

2.1. P-skeleton generation 
The skeletons of character images represent both 

the meaning and structure of Chinese characters. The 
simplest skeleton extraction approach is the 
thinning-based algorithm [7,8,9]. Traditionally, the 
thinning of character images is the preprocessing step in 
many image processing applications [1,4]. However, the 
algorithm will lead to unwanted effect, such as the 
3-fork, end-forks, and so on. The block-matched 
skeletonization algorithm is an alternative approach to 
solve these problems [7]. Referring to the recognition 
model of human being, people can directly identify the 
character merely based on contours of characters. It is 
not necessary to extract the skeletons of characters in the 
recognition process.  

Generally, the p-skeletons are defined as the subset 
of contour pixels, which can be extracted from the 
character images by using some simple logic operations. 
The advantage of this approach is that tremendous 
amount of time to obtain thinned images is saved. 
Besides, it can be easily implemented by hardware. All 
features of characters are extracted from the p-skeleton 
directly. The extraction process of p-skeleton is 
described as follows.  

Consider a character image A, the shifted image is 
obtained by shifting the original image one pixel right 
and one pixel down as shown in Fig. 2a. Next, the 
logical operation AND is operated on the shifted and 
original images (Fig. 2b). The ANDed image is then 
operated with the original image to obtain the p-skeleton 
image by performing the Exclusive-OR operation pixel 
by pixel as shown in Fig. 2c. The pixel Qi,j of p-skeleton 
image can be generated from the pixels Pi,j  and Pi-1,j-1 in 
the original images by the following logical operation: 

Qi,j = (Pi,j ^ Pi-1,j-1) ⊕ Pi,j         (1)  

Here, the subscripts in Eq(1) denote the locations of 
pixels. After performing the above steps, the contour 

pixels at the top or left side of character image are 
remained (Fig. 2d). These pixels, called pseudo-skeleton 
or p-skeleton, still preserve the information of character 
strokes. They can easily be identified by human being 
vision systems. Besides, the extraction process can be 
implemented by the logical circuits that contain three 
logic operations including SHIFT, AND, and XOR.  

2.2. Projection by p-skeleton 
 The code strings of characters are extracted from 

the p-skeletons images by using the projection 
operations. The horizontal and vertical histograms are 
generated to obtain two code strings Ch and Cv. To 
simplify of implementation, the horizontal and vertical 
histograms are obtained from the horizontal and vertical 
p-skeletons, respectively. Therefore, the operation in Eq 
(1) can be decomposed into two sub-operations for the 
horizontal and vertical p-skeletons. 

Consider pixel P i,j in a character image as shown 
in Fig. 3(a), pixel Q

v
i,j of the vertical p-skeleton and the 

horizontal p-skeletons image Q
h
i,j can be generated by the 

modified operation of  Eq(1) as follows: 

  Q
v
i,j = (Pi,j ^ Pi-1,j)⊕Pi,j  for 0≦i≦Iw,0≦j≦Ih  (2)  

Q
h
i,j= (Pi,j^ Pi,j-1)⊕P i,j  for 0≦i≦Iw, 0≦j≦Ih  (3) 

Where Iw is the image width and Ih is the image height. 
Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d) illustrate the vertical and 
horizontal p-skeleton images which are generated from 
Fig. 3(a), respectively. The projected histograms of Fig. 
3(b) and Fig. 3(d) can then be generated from these two 
p-skeleton images as shown in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(e), 
respectively. 

2.3.Code string Encoding 
The last step in feature extraction is to encode the 

histograms of p-skeleton images Hv and Hh. The 
encoded string represents the structure features of 
Chinese characters. Now, let us introduce the converting 
process of code string as follows. Consider the 
projection pixel number in the histogram (H) of 
horizontal or vertical p-skeleton images, the pixel at 
location θ  possesses the maximal value H θ  in 
histogram H such as Hθ={max Hj  0<=j<=|H| }, where 
value |H| is the size of histogram H. A segment G is 
generated by extending the neighbors from pointθ
iteratively. Initially, pointθ is assigned to segment G of 
length 1. The left neighborθl  is added to segment G if 
the histogram value at pointθl  is larger than that at the 
right neighborθr , i.e.  Hθl≧Hθr. Otherwise, the right 
neighbor is added to segment G. During the extending 
process, one of the left or right neighbors locating at the 
end points of sub-segment is selected to be an element 
of segment by comparing their histogram values. The 
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extending process will terminate, if the length of 
segment is equal to a given value. 

Consider a segment G of length |G| in histogram H, 
the segment G is assigned to one of three types 
according to the following rules. 
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where valuesθ1 and θ2 are two positive integer. In our 
approach, the threshold values are selected according to 
the type of segment as stated below.  
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Here, value α is a fixed value and defined to be Sin(π/8) 
for the tolerance of the slant strokes in the original 
image. Furthermore, the weight of segment w(G) is also 
defined as 4,2, and 1 when the type of segment T(G) is 
L,M, and S, respectively. 

Next, let us generate the code string of a character 
which is represented by symbols L, M, and S. First, we 
find the highest peak θ in histogram H, and initialize 
the segment to the point θ whose state is set to be U as 
shown in Fig. 4. The pixel is extended to a larger 
segment of lengthθS. The rule of type S is checked. If 
the segment satisfies the rule of type S, record all 
information of current segment, and set the state to node 
S. Otherwise, the current segment stays at its original 
state, i.e., state U. Then, we continue the extension 
process for the rules of types M and L. The new larger 
segment of lengthθM is obtained by the extending 
process. If this current segment satisfies the rules of type 
M, store all data of current segment and the segment 
comes to state M. Otherwise, the segment stays at the 
original state, i.e., state U or S. Similarly, the rules of 
type L will be checked after the checking processes of 
types M and S. Finally, the segment is assigned to the 
type of the last state, and set all histogram values of this 
segment of the assigned type to 0.  

After the code generation process, two code strings 
Ch and Cv are obtained from the two histograms of 
p-skeleton Hh and Hv, respectively. In additional to two 
code stings Ch and Cv, three statistical features are 
designed for the pre-filtering process. These three 
statistical features f1 (the relative pixel number of 
p-skeleton), f2 (the weighted value of code string Ch), 
and f3 (the weighted value of code string Cv) can be 
generated from the following formula. 

f1=
h

Hi
iw

Hi
i IHIH

vh

// ∑∑
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In the above features, features f1, f2, and f3 are 
generated from the statistical results of code strings.  

For example, the statistical features and code 
strings of character 王  as shown in Fig. 3 can be 
generated as f1 =3.55 , f2=10, f3 =2, Ch=LML, Cv=M 
after the extraction process. 

3.Characters Classification 
In this section, we classify Chinese characters by 

using the code strings Ch and Cv of characters. In the 
training phase, the reference features stored in the 
database are created based on the extracted code strings 
in feature extraction. All the training samples of a 
specified font are processed to get their code strings and 
store them in the database. After creating the reference 
database, an unknown sample of different font is tested 
by our purposed methods. When an unknown character 
is inputted, three statistical features and two code strings 
are obtained in the feature extraction process. The 
pre-filtering process using these three statistical features 
is first performed. Then, the code string matching 
process is executed by using the edit-distance algorithm. 
The details will be stated as follows. 

3.1.Pre-filtering process 
Since the size of reference database of Chinese 

characters set is very huge, it needs tremendous time in 
finding the candidates. The pre-filtering process thus 
adopted to reduce the number of matching characters in 
the later code string matching process. Comparing 
features f1, f2, and f3 of the unknown character with those 
features in the reference database, the differences of f1, f2, 
and f3 between candidate characters and unknown 
pattern must be smaller than threshold values say as t1, t2, 
and t3. After the pre-filtering process, the size of 
candidate set is drastically decreased, and the time 
needed in the code string matching process is rapidly 
decreased accordingly.  

3.2.Code-string matching 
In this section, an edit-distance algorithm [5,6], 

which is implemented based on the dynamic 
programming technique, is adopted to measure the 
similarity of code strings between an unknown character 
and those in the candidate set. The edit-distance 
algorithm is a well-known approach to compute the cost 
that transfers a string to another string. During 
transferring a source string A to another target string B, 
three editing operations including insertion (I), deletion 
(D), and replacing (R) are performed on the original 
string A. Each operation in the editing sequence needs a 
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cost to achieve the transformation. The main goal of 
edit-distance algorithm is to find the sequence operation 
with the minimal cost. The minimal cost is considered as 
the effort to convert the code string of test character to 
the code string of template characters. For example, if 
string A=‘LML’ is transferred to a new string B=‘MLL’ 
by applying the sequence of operations on string A such 
as replacing symbol L by M at the first position, and 
replacing symbol M by L at the second position as 
shown in Fig. 5(a). The editing sequence is expressed as 
RL→M, RM→L. Another operating sequence as shown in 
Fig. 5(b) can be executed by deleting the first symbol L, 
and then inserting a new symbol L after symbol M at the 
second position. Here, the costs of operations (insert L, 
insert M, delete L, delete M, replace L with M, replace 
M with L) are defined respectively as (IL, IM, DL, DM, 
RLM, RML). Thus, the cost needed in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 
5(b) are V1= RLM+ RML and V2=DL+IM. The minimal 
cost of editing-distance for transferring string A to string 
B is obtained as follows. 

    ,...}3,2,1{min ∈∀= iVV i
i

 

As stated in the previous section, two code strings 
Ch and Cv represent the feature of a character image. 
They represent the structure of character by using the 
long (L), middle (M), short (S) strokes. Two 
edit-distances Vh and Vv are computed from the code 
strings Ch and Cv of test characters and the code strings 
of template characters in the database, respectively. 

In traditional edit-distance algorithm, the sub-costs 
of operations are the same. It dose not consider the 
operation content. In our proposed approach, the code 
string represents the features of Chinese characters by 
using the three kinds of p-strokes. The operating 
character of content is considered. Let us formally 
define the editing distance as follows: 
Definition 

Cost V: the cost of transferring string A to string B 
Operation type: deletion, insertion and 

replacement a character 
Cost of single operation: 

Delete a character (L,M,S): (wL,wM,wS) 
Insert a character (L,M,S): (wL,wM,wS) 
Replace a pair of characters 

((L,M),(M,L),(L,S),(S,L),(M,S),(S,M)) : 
(wLM,wML,wLS,wSL,wMS,wSM) 

Here, the replacing operations in our approach are 
defined as the same cost when character X is replaced 
with Y and vice versa. 

The edit-distance algorithm is described as 
follows: 

algorithm: edit distance (dynamic programming) 
Input: Strings A[m],B[n] 

Output: Cost V[m,n] 
Step 1 : 

V[0,0]=0       wL    if B[j]=‘L’ 
V[0,j]=V[0,j-1]+ wM   if B[j]=‘M’ 
              wS    if B[j]=‘S’ 
               wL    if A[i]=‘L’ 
V[i,0]=V[i-1,0]+ wM   if A[i]=‘M’ 
              wS    if A[i]=‘S’ 

Step 2           
 wL    if A[i]=‘L’ 

X=V[i-1,j]+   wM   if A[i]=‘M’ 
             wS    if A[i]=‘S’ 

             wL    if B[j]=‘L’ 
Y=V[i,j -1]+   wM   if B[j]=‘M’ 
             wS    if B[j]=‘S’ 
            0      if A[i]=B[j] 
Z= V[i-1,j-1]+ wLM   if conditionA  
            wLS    if conditionB 
            wMS   if conditionC 
V[i,j]=min(X,Y,Z) 

conditionA=(A[i]=‘L’ and B[j]=‘M’)or(A[i]=‘M’ and B[j]=‘L’) 
conditionB= (A[i]=‘L’ and B[j]=‘S’)or(A[i]=‘S’ and B[j]=‘L’) 
conditionC= (A[i]=‘S’ and B[j]=‘M’)or(A[i]= ‘M’ and B[j]=‘S’) 

In the edit-distance algorithm, the length of two 
code strings may be different. Here, the dynamic 
programming technique is utilized to reduce the 
computational time. All minimal transferring costs 
for the code strings of an unknown character with 
those of pre-filtered characters in the database are 
calculated by using the edit-distance algorithm. There 
are two edit-distances for each test character which 
are computed from Ch and Cv. Sort all costs between 
the test character and the template characters, and the 
candidates with smaller costs are selected as the 
classification results. Generally, the smaller the 
edit-distance between an unknown character and the 
candidate characters, the larger the similarity. The 
classification results are the selection of candidate set 
in which all edit-distances are smaller than a given 
threshold value Vθ. The ranking criterion is defined 
as the summation of the two edit-distances of code 
strings Ch and Cv. 

4.Experimental results 
In our experiments, the features of reference 

database are constructed from the character images of 
5401 Chinese characters of Ming font with  image size 
41 × 41. The complete classification process of an 
unknown character is demonstrated in section 4.1. The 
experiments conducted on the large character sets are 
given in section 4.2. 

4.1. The classification process 
In this section, we will describe how to classify the 
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test character 左, whose font type is Ming font or Kai 
font with image size being set to be 41×41, or 132×132. 
When the font type and font size of the testing character 
are the same as those in the reference database, the 
classification results are shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, 
the code strings Ch and Cv of the test character are the 
same as those of the first candidate character. However, 
when the font type and size of test character are different 
from those in the reference database, the code strings Ch 
and Cv for p-skeleton should be different. The 
classification results for various font types and sizes of 
test characters are shown in Fig. 7, 8, and 9, 
respectively.  

4.2. Statistics of experimental results 
As mentioned in section 4.1, the reference 

database consists of 5401 Chinese characters of Ming 
font with image size 41×41 in our experiments. 5401×6 
testing samples of 6 kinds of fonts and sizes are 
conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposed 
methods. The experimental results are tabulated in Table 
1. In this table, the first column denotes the test 
characters of Ming (M) font and Kai (K) font. The test 
characters of various image sizes are listed at the second 
column. The numbers of failure characters that do not 
appear at the top twenty ranks are tabulated at the third 
column. The rest columns at the right side of table 1 
represent the character numbers of successful cases from 
rank 1 to rank 20. In table 1, the accuracy rate of 
classification results of the first rank is 100% in the 
same font type and the same font size conditions. The 
accuracy rate of classification results is more than 98.7% 
at top 10 ranks, in the same font type but different font 
size conditions. When the font type is different, the 
accuracy rate is more than 95% at top 20 ranks. 

The character strokes of Kai font are more skew 
and shorter than those of Ming font. It will leads to the 
lower accuracy rate. On the other hand, the failure case 
illustrated in table 2 represent the characters of more 
complex structure. The projection histogram of these 
characters cannot efficiently represent the stroke 
structure. 

5.Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a classification method 
using the p-skeleton features. Based on the p-skeleton 
features, the characters of various fonts and sizes can be 
classified by making of the templates of a specified font. 
In the classification stage, we modify the edit-distance 
algorithm to measure the similarity between two 
Chinese characters. In the experiments, 5401 × 6 
characters of six kinds of fonts and sizes are conducted 
to evaluate the validity of our proposed approach. The 
recognition accuracy is larger than 95%. 

Although the font type and size of characters are 
varied between the reference database and test 
characters, there exist some failure cases in our 
experiments. We plan to use the meshing technology or 
the more detail histograms to improve the accuracy in 
the future. 
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Table 1. The classification results of various fonts and 

sizes. 
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Table 2. The misclassification characters of font K28 in 
Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 System overview 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 The extraction of P-skeleton. 

 
Fig. 3 The generation of p-skeletons Qv and Qh and their 

projections.  

Fig. 4 States of Code string generation. 

Fig. 5 Examples of edit-sequence. 

 
Fig. 6 Experimental result 1. The test character of Ming 

font and size 41 by 41. 

 
Fig. 7 Experimental result 2. The test character of Ming 

font and size 132 by 132. 

 
Fig. 8 Experimental result 3. The test character of Kai 

font and size 41 by 41. 

 
Fig. 9 Experimental result 4. The test character of Kai 

font and size 132 by 132. 
 


